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Asymptotic Analysis of Max-Min Weighted SINR for

IRS-Assisted MISO Systems with Hardware Impairments

Anastasios Papazafeiropoulos, Cunhua Pan, Ahmet Elbir, Van Nguyen, Pandelis Kourtessis, Symeon Chatzinotas

Abstract—We focus on the realistic maximization of the up-
link minimum signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of
a general multiple-input single-output (MISO) system assisted
by an intelligent reflecting surface (IRS) in the large system
limit accounting for HIs. In particular, we introduce the HIs
at both the IRS (IRS-HIs) and the transceiver HIs (AT-HIs),
usually neglected despite their inevitable impact. Specifically,
the deterministic equivalent analysis enables the derivation of
the asymptotic weighted maximum-minimum SINR with HIs by
jointly optimizing the HIs-aware receiver, the transmit power, and
the reflect beamforming matrix (RBM). Notably, we obtain the
optimal power allocation and reflect beamforming matrix with
low overhead instead of their frequent necessary computation in
conventional MIMO systems based on the instantaneous channel
information. Monte Carlo simulations verify the analytical results
which show the insightful interplay among the key parameters
and the degradation of the performance due to HIs.

Index Terms—Intelligent reflecting surface, hardware impair-
ments, massive MIMO systems, deterministic equivalents, beyond
5G networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Intelligent reflecting surfaces (IRSs), consisted of low-cost,
passive reflecting elements with adjustable phase shifts, have
been recognized as a promising solution for enhancing the
spectral and energy efficiency of wireless systems [1]. Notably,
a significant amount of research has been devoted to IRS-aided
systems [2]–[6]. For example, in [2], a minimization of the
transmit power at the base station (BS) subject to individual
signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) constraints took
place to address the transmit and reflect beamforming (RB) op-
timization problem. Also, in [4], the optimum linear precoder
(OLP) was studied in the large number of antennas regime.

However, the majority of works in IRS-aided systems have
relied on the highly unrealistic assumption of ideal hardware,
while practical implementations of IRSs require taking into
account the unavoidable residual transceiver hardware im-
pairments (T-HIs) whose omission may result in misleading
design conclusions. Especially, a cost-attractive implemen-
tation of massive multiple-input multiple-output (mMIMO)
systems suggests the use of cheap hardware, resulting in more
severe HIs [7]–[9]. One major category of T-HIs, known as
additive transceiver HIs (AT-HIs), can be modeled as additive
Gaussian distributed noise by accounting for the accumulated
effect from all individual HIs such as the in-phase/quadrature-
phase imbalance [7]–[10]. Another interesting type of HIs,
called IRS-HIs, emerges in IRS-assisted systems because of
the incapability of infinite precision at the IRS phase shifts
[11]–[13]. Hence, the performance analysis of the IRS-aided
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systems should include the impact of both AT-HIs and IRS-
HIs.

Recently, the study of HIs on IRSs has attracted significant
interest [13]–[18]. The authors in [14] focused on the achiev-
able rate while they considered only single-input and single-
output (SISO) channels. In [15], upper bounds on the channel
capacities were obtained while relying on the assumption of no
correlation among the columns of the IRS, assuming a single
user communication, and not providing closed forms regarding
these bounds. In [16], no small-scale fading was assumed and
just a single user equipment (UE) was considered. The latter
limiting design setting was also assumed in [17] to maximize
the received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) while, in [18], the
authors focused on the maximization of the secrecy rate for
a finite number of BS antennas. In this direction, in [13], we
studied the impact of HIs on the achievable rate in a multi-user
setting for a finite number of BS antennas without optimizing
the transmit power.

In this paper, we make a substantial leap beyond previous
works by accounting for both AT-HIs and IRS-HIs in terms
of the deterministic equivalent (DE) analysis by formulating a
max-min weighted SINR problem in the large antenna regime.
1Contrary to [4], we introduce both AT-HIs and IRS-HIs, and
focus on the uplink instead of the downlink. Therein, an
already obtained OLP, based on [19], was applied which limits
the analysis while our methodology, taking HIs into consider-
ation, is more general in terms of DEs and optimization as
the following analysis reveals, which adds to the novelty of
this work. For example, we obtain the optimal decoder and
the optimal power allocation with HIs by following another
approach than [19] that was based on uplink-downlink duality.
Also, we have taken into account the direct channel while its
manipulation was not possible by the analysis in [4]. It should
be noted that the introduction of HIs, increasing the complex-
ity/difficulty, requires substantial manipulations. Specifically,
by considering the general realistic scenario of correlated
Rayleigh fading channels with HIs, we obtain the optimal HIs-
aware linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE) receiver
and the corresponding asymptotic optimal weighted SINR.
We achieve optimal power allocation and an RB design that
require only large-scale channel statistics and do not depend
on small-scale fading changing at the order of milliseconds
that would result in prohibitively high overhead. The results
allow shedding light on the impact of HIs on such systems
towards their realistic evaluation.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider an IRS-aided multi-user massive MIMO sys-
tem, where a multi-antenna BS with M antennas communi-
cates with K single-antenna UEs. To focus on the impact
of hardware distortions, we assume perfect channel state

1There are many differences between our work and existing works, e.g.,
[17]. Therein, first, just the SNR was studied for a single UE scenario while
we focus on the SINR accounting for multiple UEs. Second, we consider the
max-min optimization problem, while [17] considered the rate maximization
problem. Third, [17] considered the phase shift design based on instantaneous
CSI, while our work designs the phase shift based on the statistical CSI.
Fourth, we consider the asymptotic case when the number of transmit antennas
is infinite, while [17] is suitable for a limited number of antennas due to its
high complexity when the number of transmit antennas is large.
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information (CSI), which allows more direct mathematical
manipulations. Hence, the results play the role of upper
bounds of practical scenarios with imperfect CSI. Note that the
CSI could be assumed perfectly known when the coherence
intervals are sufficiently long. The extension to the imperfect
CSI scenario, which is of practical importance, is the topic
of future work. In particular, the IRS is assumed in the line-
of-sight (LoS) of the BS and includes N passive reflecting
elements introducing shifts on the phases of the impinging
waves. Also, the IRS is controlled by the BS by means of a
backhaul link.

We rely on a block-fading channel model with fixed
channels in each time-frequency coherence block but with
independent realizations in each block. Specifically, H1 =
[h1,1 . . . ,h1,N ] ∈ CM×N , hd,k ∈ CM×1, and h2,k ∈ CN×1

express the LoS channel between the BS and IRS, the direct
channel between the BS and UE k, and the channel between
the IRS and UE k. The vector h1,i for i = 1, . . . , N
corresponds to the ith column vector of H1. Notably, we
consider spatial correlation instead of independent Rayleigh
fading assumed in the majority of previous works, e.g., [2].
Hence, we have

hd,k =
√
βd,kR

1/2
BS,kzd,k, (1)

h2,k =
√
β2,kR

1/2
IRS,kz2,k, (2)

where RBS,k ∈ CM×M with tr (RBS,k) = M and RIRS,k ∈
CN×N with tr (RIRS,k) = N express the deterministic
Hermitian-symmetric positive semi-definite correlation matri-
ces at the BS and the IRS, respectively. Also, βd,k and β2,k
are the path-losses of the BS-UE k and IRS-UE k links. Note
that the correlation matrices and the path-losses are assumed
to be known by practical methods, e.g., see [20]. In addition,
zd,k ∼ CN (0, IM ) and z2,k ∼ CN (0, IN ) express the
respective fast-fading vectors. Moreover, we assume that H1
is a full rank channel matrix described as

[H1]m,n =
√
β1 exp

(
j
2π

λ
(m− 1) dBS sin θ1,n sinψ1,n

+ (n− 1) dIRS sin θ2,m sinψ2,m

)
, (3)

where λ and β1 are the carrier wavelength and the path-loss
between the BS and IRS, while dBS and dIRS are the inter-
antenna separation at the BS and inter-element separation
at the IRS, respectively [4]. In addition, θ1,n, ψ1,n express
the elevation and azimuth LoS angles of departure (AoD),
respectively at the BS with respect to IRS element n, while
θ2,n and ψ2,n are the elevation and azimuth LoS angles of
arrival (AoA) at the IRS. The design of H1 could be realized
by several techniques as suggested in [21]. In addition, the
response of the IRS elements is described by the diagonal
matrix Φ = diag (α exp (jφ1) , . . . , α exp (jφN )) ∈ CN×N ,
where φn ∈ [0, 2π] , n = 1, . . . , N and α ∈ (0, 1] express the
phase shifts applied by the IRS elements and the independent
amplitude reflection coefficient, respectively.2

1) IRS-HIs: Since it is not possible to configure the IRS
elements with infinite precision, phase errors are introduced
[11]. These IRS-HIs can be described by means of a random
diagonal phase error matrix consisting of N random phase

errors, i.e., Φ̃ = diag
(
ejφ̃1 , . . . , ejφ̃N

)
∈ CN×N with

φ̃i, i = 1, . . . , N being the random phase errors of the IRS
phase shifts that are i.i.d. randomly distributed in [−π, π)

2Recently, it was shown that the amplitude and phase responses are
intertwined [22], [23], which suggests an interesting idea for extension of the
current work, i.e., to study the impact of active (additive transceiver distortion)
and passive (IRS phase noise) HIs by accounting for this intertwinement.

and based on a certain circular distribution. 3 Hence, the
channel vector between the BS and UE k is written as hk =
hd,k+H1ΦΦ̃h2,k,∈ CM×1, distributed as CN (0,Rk), where

Rk = βd,kRBS,k + β2,kH1ΦR̃IRS,kΦ
HHH

1 with R̃IRS,k =
m2RIRS,k +

(
1−m2

)
IN and m denoting its characteristic

function (CF) [13, Eq. 12].
Examples of PDFs that could describe the phase noise on

IRSs are the uniform and the Von Mises distributions [11]. The
former expresses completely lack of knowledge and has CF
equal to 0 while the latter has a zero-mean and concentration
parameter κθ̃, capturing the accuracy of the estimation. Its CF

is m =
I1(κθ̃)
I0(κθ̃)

, where Ip
(
κθ̃

)
is the modified Bessel function

of the first kind and order p.
Remark 1: If m = 0 (uniform distribution), we obtain

R̃IRS,k = IN , which means that Rk does not depend on the
phase shifts and the system cannot be optimized due to the
IRS. Especially, we have Rk = βd,kRBS,k + β2,kH1H

H

1. In
this case, no knowledge of RIRS,k is required at the BS. This
result is obtained also if RIRS,k = IN , which means that in
the case of no IRS correlation, the IRS cannot be optimized
if statistical CSI is considered. However, if the phase errors
follow any other circular PDF, Rk is phase-dependent and the
presence of IRS can be exploited.

2) AT-HIs: Disregarding most works in the IRS literature
assuming ideal transceiver hardware, in practice, HIs, remain
despite the use of any mitigation algorithms and affect both the
transmit and receive signals. In this direction, we account for
additive HIs at both the transmitter and the receiver (AT-HIs)
being Gaussian distributed with average powers proportional
to the average transmit and receive signals, respectively [10].
The Gaussianity is a result of the aggregate contribution of
many impairments. Notably, this model is not only analytically
tractable but it is also experimentally validated [10]. For
instance, during the uplink, let pk

M = E{|xk|2} be the transmit
power from UE k transmitting signal xk. Then, the AT-HIs
are described in terms of conditional Gaussian distributions as

δt,k ∼ CN (0,Λk) (4)

δr ∼ CN (0,Υ), (5)

where Λk = κUE
pk

M and Υ = κBS

∑K
i=1

pi

M diag(|hi,1|2, . . . ,
|hi,M |2) with κUE and κBS expressing the severity of the
residual impairments at the transmitter and receiver side,
respectively. For simplicity, all UEs are assumed with iden-
tical HIs, i.e., κUEi

= κUE ∀i. The extension to different
distortion at each UE is straightforward. Note that in the case
κUE = κBS = 0 and m = 1, we result in the ideal scenario
with no HIs.

III. UPLINK DATA TRANSMISSION WITH HIS

The received complex baseband signal by the BS is

y =

K∑

i=1

hi (xi + δt,i) + δr +w, (6)

where δt,i and δr are the transmit and receive distortions given

by (4) and (5), respectively. Also, w ∼ CN
(
0, σ2IM

)
is the

receiver noise. The signal of UE k, detected by the combining
vector vk ∈ CM×1, can be expressed as vH

ky.
Lemma 1: The instantaneous uplink SINR of an IRS-

assisted MIMO system with AT-HIs and IRS-HIs is given by

γk =
pk

M vH

khkh
H

kvk

vH

k

(∑
i6=k

pi

Mhih
H

i +Cδt +Cδr + σ2IM

)
vk

, (7)

3The probability density function (PDF) of θ̃i is assumed symmetric with

its mean direction equal is zero, i.e., arg
(

E[ejθ̃i ]
)

= 0 [11].



where Cδt = κUE

∑K
i=1

pi

M hih
H

i and Cδr = κBS

∑K
i=1

pi

M IM◦
hih

H

i .
Proof: Given that the AT-HIs are Gaussian distributed

and uncorrelated with the transmit signals, we make use of
the worst-case uncorrelated additive noise theorem in [24] to
obtain a lower bound of the mutual information I between
the input xk and output vH

ky for a given channel realiza-
tion H = [h1, . . . ,hK ] ∈ CM×K as EH{I (xk;v

H

ky)} ≥
EH{log2 (1 + γk)}, where EH{I (xk;v

H

ky)} expresses the
ergodic achievable SE with EH{·} denoting the expectation
with respect to H, and γk is given by (7) with ◦ in Cδr denoting
the Hadamard product.

A. Problem Formulation

The focal point of this work is the max-min weighted
uplink SINR under a weighted sum-power constraint. The
optimization problem is described as

(P1) max
V,p,Φ

min
k

γk (V,p,Φ)

ηk
(8)

s.t.
1

M
βTp ≤ pmax, pk > 0, ‖vk‖ = 1, ∀k (9)

|φi| = 1, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, (10)

where V = [v1, . . . ,vK ] and p = [p1, . . . , pK ]T are the tuple
of receive beamforming matrices and the transmit power vec-
tor, respectively. Also, pmax denotes the given power constraint
while η = [η1, . . . , ηK ]T and β = [β1, . . . , βK ]T with ηk and
βk expressing the priority assigned to UE k and the weight
associated with pk.

At optimality, the power coefficients are obtained based on
the property that the weighted SINRs for different UEs are
identical, i.e., γ1

η1
= . . . = γK

ηK
= τ⋆ [19]. As a result, the

SINR constraint for UE k is written as

γk (V,p,Φ) ≥ ηkτ
⋆ ∀k (11)

IV. PROPOSED DESIGN

The problem in (P1) is non-convex and the coupling among
the optimization variables (the active and passive beamforming
at the BS and IRS, respectively, and the power control) raises
difficulties to solve. We tackle them by following the common
alternating optimization in two stages. The notable difference
here is that we take HIs and correlated fading into account.
In particular, first, for any given Φ, we provide the optimal
linear receiver design in terms of the optimal decoders and the
optimal allocated power. Then, we consider the IRS design.

Proposition 1: Given the RBM Φ and the power vector
p, the uplink SINR of an IRS-assisted MIMO system with
AT-HIs and IRS-HIs is maximized by the HIs-aware LMMSE
receiver

v⋆
k =

( K∑

i=1

pi
M

hih
H

i+Cδt+Cδr+σ
2IM

)−1

hk, (12)

and the optimal SINR is obtained as

γk =
pk
M

hH

kΣhk, (13)

where Σ=

( K∑

i6=k

pi
M

hih
H

i +Cδt +Cδr + σ2IM

)−1

.

Proof: The SINR γk in (7) can be written as a generalized
Rayleigh quotient that can be maximized according to [24,
Lem. B.10] by v⋆

k given by (12), where the matrix inversion
lemma has been also applied. A straightforward substitution
of (12) into (7) results in (13).

The optimization of the power allocation relies on a large
system analysis of the max-min weighted SINR.4 In particular,
taking into account the same assumptions concerning the
correlation matrices as in [25, Assump. A1-A2], we obtain

the DE SINR γ̄k according to γk− γ̄k
a.s.

−−−−→
M→∞

0. The notation

a.s.
−−−−→
M→∞

denotes almost sure convergence as M→∞. Hence,

the DE weighted SINR is given by γ̄k/ηk = τ̄ .
Lemma 2: The DE of the optimal SINR of an IRS-assisted

mMIMO system, accounting for HIs, is given by

γ̄k = pk
δk

1 + κUEpkδk
, (14)

where δk = 1
M tr (RkT) with T =

∑K
i6=k

pi

M

((1+κUE)
(1+δi)

Ri +∑K
i=1

pi

M κBSIM ◦Ri+σ
2IM

)−1
.

Proof: We define the matrix Σk =(∑K
i6=k

pi

M (1 + κUE)hih
H

i + Cδr + σ2IM
)−1

. From (13),
the optimal SINR becomes

γk
a.s.

−−−−→
M→∞

pk

1
M tr (ΣkRk)

1 + 1
M κUEpk tr (ΣkRk)

(15)

a.s.
−−−−→
M→∞

pk

1
M tr (RkT)

1 + 1
M κUEpk tr (RkT)

, (16)

where in (15), we have applied the matrix inversion lemma
[25, Lem. 1], and have used [25, Lem. 4]. 5 The last step
makes use of [25, Th. 1] with T given in Lemma 2.

Using the combiner in (12), the SINR constraint in (11)
is fulfilled with equality by choosing the optimal power
allocation according to the following proposition. In other
words, the following proposition provides a necessary and
sufficient condition for optimality of P1.

Proposition 2: Given the RBM Φ and the decoder matrix V,
the optimal power vector p⋆, accounting for HIs, is obtained
geometrically fast as the positive solution to the fixed-point
equation given by

1

τ̄⋆
p⋆= (η◦u◦(κUEδ◦1+ 1βT))p⋆, (17)

where τ̄⋆ is the deterministic optimal weighted SINR, δ =

[δ1, . . . , δK ]
T

, and u =
[

1
G11

, . . . , 1
GKK

]
T

.

Proof: We define δ = [δ1, . . . , δK ]T and u =[
1
δ1
, . . . , 1

δK

]
T

. Now, the weighted SINR can be written as

τ̄k
ηk

=
pk

(η◦u◦(κUEδ◦p+1))k
,

where τ̄k is the deterministic weighted SINR. Finally, taking
advantage of (9) and that, at optimality, the weighted SINR for
different UEs is the same, we result in (17), which converges
geometrically fast as follows from the remark after Theorem
1 in [26].

4The application of MMSE-type receivers to IRS-assisted mMIMO systems
includes prohibitively demanding computations such as the matrix inversion
as M,N,K increase. In addition, the corresponding calculations should take
place in every coherence interval. These reasons indicate the use of the theory
of DEs concerning derivations in the asymptotic limit M,N,K → ∞ while
their ratios are kept fixed. Notably, the DE results are tight approximations
even for a medium system size, e.g., 8× 8 [25].

5We assume that the diagonal matrix inside Σk is considered de-
terministic with diagonal elements given by the limits of the individ-
ual diagonal elements [8]. Specifically, we exploit the uniform conver-
gence lim supM max1≤i≤M

∣

∣

[

hih
H

i

]

mm
− [Ri]mm

∣

∣ = 0, and obtain
∥

∥

1

M
diag(hih

H
i ) − 1

M
tr (diag (Ri))

∥

∥

a.s.
−−−−−→

M→∞
0 where [A]mm denotes the

mth diagonal element of matrix A.



Given the decoder matrix V and the optimal power vector
p⋆, the design of the IRS RBM Φ is obtained by means of
the optimization problem

(P2) max
Φ

τ̄∗

s.t |φn| = 1, n = 1, . . . , N,
(18)

which is a maximization problem with a unit-modulus con-
straint regarding φn that can be solved by using projected
gradient ascent until converging to a stationary point as in [4].

Let si = [φi1, . . . , φ
i
N ]T be the the induced phases at step i

and qi be the adopted ascent direction at step i with [qi]n =
∂τ̄∗

∂φ∗

n

(given by Lemma (3)), the next iteration point is given by

s̃i+1 = si + µqi (19)

si+1 = exp
(
j arg

(
s̃i+1

))
, (20)

where µ is the step size, computed at each iteration by
means of the backtracking line search [27]. The projection
problem min|sn|=1,n=1,...,N ‖s − s̃‖2 provides the solution
while satisfying the unit-modulus constraint.

Lemma 3: The derivative of τ̄⋆ with respect to φ∗n is given
by the fixed-point equation (21) at the top of the next page.

Proof: Refer to Appendix A.
After establishing the optimal receiver, power allocation,

and RBM, we combine them by using alternate optimization
to find a locally optimal solution. Note that the non-convexity
of (P1) cannot guarantee any global optimality.

Since each subproblem achieves an optimal solution, the
objective function of (P1) is non-decreasing over iterations.
Moreover, the optimal value of the objective function is
bounded from above due to the power constraint. Hence, the
proposed algorithm converges.

The proposed algorithm is quite advantageous compared
to algorithms based on instantaneous CSI since the power
allocation and the phase shifts converge to deterministic values
that depend on statistical CSI. Hence, they can be a priori
calculated and stored while can be updated at every several
coherence intervals due to variation of these channel statistics.
On the contrary, instantaneous CSI algorithms would require
frequent optimization taking place at each coherence interval.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We consider a uniform linear array (ULA) and a uniform
planar array (UPA) for the configuration of the BS and IRS,
respectively. In particular, we have dBS = dIRS = 0.5λ while
θ1,n, ψ1,n are uniformly distributed between 0 to π and 0 to
2π, respectively. Also, θ2,n = π − θ1,n, ψ2,n = π + ψ1,n.
Moreover, we employ the 3GPP Urban Micro (UMi) scenario
from TR36.814 for a carrier frequency of 2.5 GHz and noise
level −80 dBm, where the path losses for h2,k and H1 are
generated based on the NLOS and LOS versions, respectively
[4]. Specifically, therein, the overall path loss for the IRS-
assisted link is βk = β1,kβ2,k, where

β1,k = C1d
−ν1
BS−IRS, β2,k = C2d

−nu2

IRS−UEk
(22)

with C1 = 26 dB, C2 = 28 dB, ν1 = 2.2, ν2 = 3.67.
The variables dBS−IRS and dIRS−UEk

express the distances
between the BS and IRS, and the IRS and UE k, respectively.
The penetration losses of the IRS-assisted links are assumed
negligible by deploying the IRS higher than the BS. For βd,k,
we assume the same parameters as for β2,k, but we also
consider an additional penetration loss equal to 15 dB. We
use 5 dBi antennas at the BS and IRS, and RBS,k,RIRS,k are
generated as in [4], [28], respectively. The size of each IRS-
element dimension is λ/4. The “solid” and “dashed” lines
correspond to pmax = 0 dB and pmax = 20 dB, respectively,

while different line symbols correspond to different values
of impairments, given by κBS = κUE = {0, 0.052, 0.12},
respectively. The optimization takes place by choosing arbi-
trary values for the phase shifts and the power as in [19].
For simplicity, we assume α = 1 and that all data streams
have the same priority (η = 1) and power weight associated
(β = 1

K1).
Fig. 1.(a) depicts the minimum uplink user rate log2 (1 + τ̄)

with respect to the number of IRS elements for different
IRS-HIs and correlation conditions with no AT-HIs. The line
describing the ideal case (no HIs) appears for comparison. In
the case of uniform phase noise m = 0, the rate takes the
lowest value since Rk does not depend on the phase shifts.
However, when the Von Mises PDF is assumed (“solid” lines),
the IRS can be optimized and the rate increases. In particular,
based on the concentration parameter κθ̃ , we observe that its
decrease results in the decrease of the rate. In the special
case κθ̃ = 0 (“star” symbols), the line coincides with the
line describing the uniform distribution. Moreover, if no IRS
correlation is assumed (“×” symbols), the rate is lower since
the rate cannot be maximized due to IRS exploitation (see
Rem. 1). Also, we have added a “dotted” line corresponding
to κθ̃ = 2 that describes a “naive” scheme, where the impact
of no HIs is taken into account during the optimization design.
Its lower SINR reveals the robustness of the proposed design.

In Fig. 1.(b), we illustrate the minimum uplink user rate
with respect to the number of IRS elements for different SNR
values and varying AT-HIs (no IRS-HIs). Despite that the rate
generally increases with SNR, we now observe its increase
with N . In the case of perfect hardware, the rate appears no
ceiling as N increases, but it saturates in practice, where AT-
HIs are met. Moreover, the saturation appears earlier in the
case of higher SNR (20 dB). Although, the more severe AT-
HIs result in higher degradation, we depict the impact of the
BS additive distortion κBS as N increases by the “dot” lines
in the circle. We notice that the curves converge to the same
value when N → ∞, which means that the impact of κBS
is negligible at large N , i.e., the larger the IRS, the more
beneficial the communication with mMIMO despite the use
of low-quality transceiver hardware. Furthermore, the “star”
lines correspond to Monte Carlo simulations verifying the DE
results.

Fig. 1.(c) shows the minimum user rate versus the number
of BS antennas for varying AT-HIs (no IRS-HIs). Especially,
we observe that the variations of M and N present similar
behavior. In the case of perfect hardware, the achievable
rate increases unboundedly as M → ∞. However, when
the AT-HIs are taken into account, we observe finite limits.
Notably, the lower quality (more severe AT-HIs) results in
larger degradation. Moreover, apart from that, a higher SNR
leads to a higher rate, we observe that the convergence to
saturation between different SNRs is different since AT-HIs are
power-dependent. Thus, at 20 dB, the rate saturates faster, i.e.,
the majority of the multi-antenna gain takes place at low M ,
but still, a large M contributes to larger multiplexing and inter-
user interference mitigation. Hence, an IRS-assisted mMIMO
works better at high SNR values. In addition, we observe that,
at 0 dB, the convergence requires more antennas.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper provided a thorough investigation of the impact
of AT-HIs and IRS-HIs on an IRS-assisted mMIMO system.
Specifically, we obtained the optimal asymptotic max-min
weighted uplink SINR by optimizing the transmit power, the
HIs-aware receiver, and the RBM. Remarkably, this asymptotic
SINR, being dependent only on the large-scale statistics,
allows optimizing the transmit power and the RBM only on
every several coherence when these statistics change. We ver-
ified the tightness of the analytical expression by simulations
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 1. Asymptotic weighted max-min user rate of an IRS-assisted mMIMO system for varying (a) IRS-HIs and correlation (correlated/uncorrelated Rayleigh
fading channels) conditions versus the number of IRS elements N (M = 80, K = 5); AT-HIs in terms of κBS, κUE and transmit power budget pmax versus
(b) the number of IRS elements N (M = 80, K = 5); and (c) the number of BS antennas M (N = 80, K = 5).

even for practical system dimensions. Moreover, we shed light
on the impact of HIs on the asymptotic max-min weighted
SINR by varying the hardware quality at both the IRS and the
transceiver.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 3

After adding and subtracting 1 in the numerator of (14), the
partial derivative of τ̄⋆ is written as
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where, in (25), we used the derivative of the inverse matrix T.
Use of [13, Lem. 1] in (26) and substitution into (23)

concludes the proof after several algebraic manipulations.
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